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Agenda

1. Why traditional marketing practice is failing

2. Principles of relevant customer conversations

3. Exercise: benchmarking multichannel CRM maturity
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Marketer Customer/
Prospect 

Agency → Media → Retailers 

Telemarketing 

Competitors

Direct mail  

Email

The system we grew up in



Proportion of adults who opened or read direct mail sent 

to them

Source: DMIS Consumer Direct Mail Trends Report

Selling by bombardmentThe trouble with campaigns
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The system we live in today 

Marketer
Customer/

Prospect

Agency → Media → Retailers  

Telemarketing 

Competitors

Direct mail   

Email

Word of mouth

Search, social media
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What do great conversations look like?

1. Personal
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A bank: next-best action prompts 

online
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What do great conversations look like?

1. Personal

2.    Dynamic
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What makes great conversations

1. Personal

2. Dynamic

3. Authentic
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From Account Plans (about us) to Joint Business 

Plans

Regular meetings (Quarterly Business Reviews 

and Annual Top to Tops) with our customers 

focused on strategic future needs

Bringing Innovation and Insight to our customers 

– proactively seeking new ways of adding value

Introducing Customer Sponsors – senior account 

support that truly understands the customer’s 

business and will act within DHL as a Customer 

Champion

Authentic conversations at DHL:

Customer4Life programme



DHL: co-created business plans



Authentic conversations:

DHL’s Customer For Life programne

Satisfaction Loyalty
DHL cares for its 
customers

No C4L Engagement
[n = 162]

69.4
 0.4 (0.6%)

72.4
 0.3 (0.4%)

72.1
 0.4 (0.6%)

C4L Engaged
[n = 57]

72.3
 3.1 (4.6%)

75.2
 4.3 (6.1%)

75.0
 6.6 (9.6%)

A like for like comparison of the customers surveyed in both 2012 and 2014 shows 

that whilst customers with no C4L engagement declined in both loyalty and 

satisfaction, C4L engaged customers improved both satisfaction and loyalty

C4L - Caring for Customers shows a 

10% improvement!



What makes great conversations

1. Personal

2. Dynamic

3. Authentic

4. Inclusive
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Royal National Lifeboat Institution

Insight sessions in their own 

world…



Research
Task: 

Relax

Insight: 

YouTube was their medium,

vloggers were their celebs.

Creative

Identify the UK’s most

popular young YouTube vloggers ...

Reaching young people 

where they are



Research
Go into the diary room and give 

your view on this article.

Insight: 

Their explosive response showed

an unmet need to be heard

Creative
Boxes posted

to 12  influential YouTube 

bloggers, with 

this instruction ... 

What constitutes value?



In the box



‘Rebrand your 

generation’



‘Write an anthem for your 

generation’



“Yeah talk about left field it being the RNLI. 

I was convinced it would be some crappy marketing trick or something, but that is 

actually really great and a good cause.”

“I’m glad the packages were from the RNLI – they’re a pretty heroic organisation. 

Imagine if it had been Coca-Cola or McDonald’s – that would have been a real 

anticlimax.”  

The reveal

1m young people reached…all from 12 direct mail packs!



In 2015, the movement 

is powering on … 

led by consumers!

Over the last 4 years, the youth have:

lobbied youth brands for donations;

petitioned stars to sell their secrets;

staged a concert at the end of a pier;

and launched secret social events

to raise money for the RNLI 

in a way no other generation could. 

So far, they’ve raised enough 

to fund a ‘Lifeboat for Youth’          



Multichannel CRM exercise (1)

Please fill in this form to assess the maturity of an airline at creating great conversations with customers. This could be your
own airline or a competitor. (Or fill it in for both, in different colours.) Choose a customer group to fill this in for (eg 
consumers; business customers). 

Airline: ___________________ Customer group: _________________

Step 1. Thinking of this customer group, to what extent do you agree with these statements? Please score out of 7, where 7 = 
‘strongly agree’ and 1 = ‘strongly disagree’. You would ideally refine your scores through some mystery shopping! 

Score 1-7

Q1 Personalisation: Everything we say or write to customers is based on individual-level 

customer insight

Q2 Dynamic interaction: What we say or write to customers depends on what the 

customer has said to us in the same conversation

Q3 Authenticity: We put the customer’s interests first when making sales or service 

propositions to them 

Q4 Inclusivity: We look out for opportunities for customers to add value for each other

Q5 Customer selectivity: How we treat a customer varies according to the long-term 

potential of the customer, which we estimate accurately

Total:

Interaction score - Divide total by 5:
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How sales people operate 

in live sales meetings
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Socialisers

Experts

Consultants

Product Closers
Storytellers

Mechanists

Talking 

Brochures

Deal Makers

Source: Dr Iain Davies, Bath;Prof Lynette Ryals, Cranfield



Conclusions

1. A good customer experience gives permission to hold conversations 

about other needs

2. These conversations are not one-way sales pitches. Instead, they need 

to be personal, dynamic (interactive), authentic and inclusive. 

3. The firm will rightly also need to be customer selective: that is, take into 

account the current and future value of the customer. If this is done 

openly and fairly (that is, authentically), customers will be happy with it.

For most firms, this involves a total transformation in marketing practice.
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